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City of Wroclaw ““ Poland, is ready for his marathon
Marathon

Wroclaw, Poland, 12.09.2014, 10:02 Time

USPA NEWS - After the great success of the night half marathon - more than 5200 runners - it is now time for the big brother: “32th
Marathon of Wroclaw“�. On Sunday the 14th of September (09:00 am) 18 elite runners will try to set a new record and 5200 runners
are going for a best personal record.

A close observer of this marathon, will the current vice European champion marathon, Yared Shegumo. As a special guest he will
already on Saturday evening meet with the runners during the traditional Pasta Party, and on Sunday our champion will join the 3000
colorful “green“� persons at the family running race “Olympic Mile“�. This special event “Olimpic Mile“� is more than 5 years already
a part of the marathon racing. The idea is to stimulate everybody ““ children and adults ““ for an active and healthy lifestyle. One
thousand six hundred nine meters, running or walking“¦everybody is free to choose his way. Why “green“� people ? The official
partner is the soccer team WKS Slask of Wroclaw and so everyone gets free a green t-shirt, specially designed for this event. Thanks
to the great success of the live transmission of the night half marathon, director Marek Danielak have the green light for the LIVE
transmission of this marathon. Nine camera´s will observe the battle on this king´s distance together with our special guests at the
outdoor studio.

Join us at the LIVE transmission, we start at 08:30AM !!!! http://wroclawmaraton.pl/en/index
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